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50 lat służymy rolnikom
50 lat poświęconych maszynom rolniczym

50 Jahre im Dienste der Landtechnik
50 Jahre im Dienste des Landwirtes
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        69.949 € (2.821.739 BEF)

4

19681968 19721972

Belgium

Turnover in 1972 

Staff members in 1972

In 1968, with its 14 ha in a grassland 
region, my parents’ farm was small. 
But we wanted correct machines for it. 
Together, our family decided to invest 
in equipment the cost of which I would 
recoup by working for my neighbours. 
They certainly appreciated my service 
because, in 1972, I was a farm contractor 
with 10 tractors, 4 full-time workers, 
seasonal workers,... and a wife who had 
chosen to provide her valuable help. 

Victor Joskin
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Victor &
Marie-José 

Joskin
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Ets V. JOSKIN

     1.467.819 € (59.211.690 BEF)

10

3

2.040 m² 

19731973 19771977

Turnover in 1977 

Staff members in 1977 

Imported brands in 1977 

Buildings m² in 1977 

The farming business was growing, its 
equipment was modernised according 
to the progress of that time and soon it 
was delivering Fendt spare parts and 
tractors to its customers, which forms 
the base of what will later become the 
joskin local dealership. In 1973, the 
business settled on the current site of 
Soumagne, on which a third activity was 
then added in 1974: the import. At the 
time, I started working with the Ravenna 
bale lifts because farmers had trouble 
handling their hay and straw bales. The 
success was so quick that I had to sell the 
contracting business to a colleague from 
our region as soon as 1977.
 Victor Joskin

joskin
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    4.412.644 € (178.005.603 BEF)

23

11

2.040 m² 

V. JOSKIN

Willy Lobbens

19781978 19821982

These 5 years were devoted both to 
the consolidation of the local dealership 

of agricultural machines. Various brands 
were entering the programme, like 
AGRAM and STRAUTMANN, later tipping 
trailers and I also wanted to add slurry 
tankers. The devaluation of the Belgian 
franc surprised me during the Brussels’ 
agricultural trade show in February 1982. 
As a result, I wanted to buy in Belgian 
francs; I therefore started to look for 
machines manufactured in Belgium.
 Victor Joskin

sales representative I hired 
to travel in Flanders. His work 
boosted the sales of imported 
machines.

Turnover in 1982 

Staff members in 1982 

Imported brands in 1982 

Buildings m² in 1982 
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    8.675.419 € (349.965.541 BEF)

47

9

10.002 m² 

JOSKIN

19831983 19871987

ISEKI distinction for the regional sales - 1983

1984 

slurry
tankers

1986 

pasture 
toppers

1987 

Tipping 
trailers

1985 

meadow 
aerators

The joskin production was launched 
in 1984 as a result of the devaluation 
of the Belgian franc in 1982. I started 
with the production of joskin slurry 
tankers and meadow aerators, and the 
joskin pasture toppers followed 
in 1986. To ensure the continuity of the 
production quality and customer service, 
as well as the production of joskin 
tipping trailers and muck spreaders, the 
base of which was manufactured by a 
third party, great decisions have been 
taken during these 5 years as regards 
the production, with among other things 
the purchase of heavy industrial tools, 
like laser cutters, and especially the buy-
out of the Bottin company, one of our 
main subcontractors. In 1985, we started 
to export the joskin machines. As 
regards the import, a great new brand 
arrived: HARDI sprayers.
 Victor Joskin

Year of introduction of the  ranges: 
:

Turnover in 1987 

Staff members in 1987 

Imported brands in 1987 

Buildings m² in 1987 

joskin

joskin

joskin

HARDI.
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15.982.057 € (644.714.574 BEF)

95

8

11

22.071 m² 

JOSKIN

19881988 19921992

1 2

1. Silver Ear in 1990 for the 
2. Silver Ear in 1992 for the 

1988 

transport 
boxes and 
unloaders

1988 

injectors

1989 

hydrocleaners

1992 

diet 
feeders

Export countries in 1992

From 1988 to 1992, the import activity 

of 5 renowned brands: LEMKEN, 
SULKY, QUICKE, GALLIGNANI and 
GASPARDO. As regards the production, 
the Netherlands, which were already a 
major market for joskin, dictated the 
development by introducing the obligation 
to inject slurry into the ground. We then 
focused our entire development force 
on the joskin injectors and their 
components, like the famous Scalper 
macerator, a success of the joskin 
range.
 Victor Joskin

Turnover in 1992 

Staff members in 1992 

Imported brands in 1992 

Buildings m² in 1992 

joskin

joskin.
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21.190.083 € (854.805.814 BEF)

123

8

14

23.521 m² 

19931993 19971997

1 2

1994 

spreading
booms

1996 

TRANS-KTP

1998 

SILO-SPACE

1998 

TORNADO

1998 
 

CARGO

From 1993 to 1997, we have been further 
stabilising our status of importer in Belgium, 

As regards the joskin production, 
investments were constantly made in 
buildings, tools but also developments: 
joskin Trans-KTP tipping trailers, 

joskin CARGO system awarded at 
Agribex, joskin Silo-SPACE silage 
trailers. In 1995, my son Didier graduated 
in computer science. He then immediately 
joined the company to develop the 
famous joskin individualized parts 
book, which became necessary for 
the production management and the 
joskin customer service. We then 
made the strategic choice of becoming 
the specialist no.1 in agricultural trailers, 
spreading implements and pasture care 
machines.
 Victor Joskin

joskin, 

 

Export countries in 1997

Turnover in 1997 

Staff members in 1997 

Imported brands in 1997 

Buildings m² in 1997 
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Didier Joskin

From left to right: Marie-José Joskin, 
HM King Albert II and Victor Joskin
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38.171.193 €

230

9

18

65.087 m² 

19981998 20022002

1 2 3

1998 

TRANS-SPACE

2000 
 

TRANS-CAP

2002 
 

CARGO-LIFT 1. Golden Ear at Agribex for the CARGO
2. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the CARGO-LIFT
3. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the SOLODISC 

Seminar and training center at the  family farm 

In 1998, the joskin factory was very 
well equipped but it started to suffer from 
a lack of skilled workers. The arrival in the 

social conscience was enhanced during 

allowed to create a family team able to 
plan an international establishment to 
manufacture more joskin machines: 
joskin

in 1999 and joskin Bourges in 
2002. As regards the import, KRONE, 
MONOSEM, BREVIGLIERI and EVRARD 
were introduced. A training center is set 
up on the joskin family farm.
 Victor Joskin

joskin joskin 

joskin

 

Export countries in 2002

Turnover in 2002 

Staff members in 2002 

Imported brands in 2002 

Buildings m² in 2002 
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Vinciane Joskin

Murielle Joskin

Laying of the “foundation stone” 
in Bourges
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70.306.000 €

449

10

41

86.140 m² 

20032003 20072007

1 2 3 4 5 6

2003 

SCARIFLEX

2003 
 

BETIMAX

2005 

TRANS-KTP 9-11 T

2007 

JUMBO MIXER

 1. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  TRANS

2. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  X-TREM 

3. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  TRANS

4. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  EUROLINER 

5. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  VACU

The years 2003-2007 were devoted 
to joskin’s mutation into an 
international group. The interconnection 
between the production sites, to 
which the welding workshop Spaw 

increased the needs for buildings and 
manufacturing tools: investments 
kept coming. At the same time, the 
development efforts were focused on the 
extension of the joskin ranges and 
the adaptation of the existing products 
to customers’ new requirements. And we 

joskin scale 
models and marketing items that are still 
widely contributing to our success. As 
regards the import, the programme was 
completed with the RAUCH brand.
 Victor Joskin

joskin

joskin

 

Export countries in 2007

Turnover in 2007 

Staff members in 2007 

Imported brands in 2007 

Buildings m² in 2007 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20082008 20122012

107.084.000 €

666

9

51

118.115 m² 

2010 

TORNADO3

2010 

SIROKO

2010 

FERTI-CAP

2010 

FERTI-SPACE

2011 

DELTA-CAP

2011 

TETRA-CAP

2012 

DRAKKAR

  1. Award granted to 
 2. Honorary plaque given to 
 3. Golden Medal for 
 4. 1 star at Innov'Space for the 
 5. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the CARGO-TRACK

  6. Silver Ear at Agribex for the  DRAKKAR
 7. Golden medal at Polagra Premiery for the  SCALPER
 8. 2 stars at Innov'Space for the  DRAKKAR 
 9. “Golden Summit” for the  DRAKKAR
 10. Selected for the Mecanic Show with the  DRAKKAR 

In 2009, the development had reached 
such a stage that the SAP management 
software had to be implemented to 
link all the activities of the joskin 

and to improve the joskin products. 
As regards the import, manufacturers 
were starting to rethink their distribution 
method in Europe: the signal was given 
with the departure of LEMKEN. As a 
result, we would dissociate the import 
activity from the joskin brand and 
establish joskin DistriTECH for the 
import.
 Victor Joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin joskin 
DistriTECH.
 

Export countries in 2012

Turnover in 2012 

Staff members in 2012 

Imported brands in 2012 

Buildings m² in 2012 
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International management 
software
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1 2 3 4 6 7

20132013 20172017

81.874.000 €

639

10

60

164.465 m² 

5

2013 

AQUATRANS

2013 

TETRA-SPACE

2014 

VOLUMETRA

2014

TETRALINER

2014

WAGO

2015

PENDISLIDE

2016

TORNADO3 H

2018

SILO-SPACE2

2017

TERRADISC

5. Mecanic Show -  DRAKKAR 

7. Machine of the Year for the  VOLUMETRA 

The years 2013-2017 were marked 
by a crisis in the agricultural world. 
joskin took the opportunity to 
restructure all over the place, especially 
on the joskin production sites, which 
caused a decrease of the turnover from 
2015 to 2017, a backwardness that 
has been caught up at the end of 2018. 
However, the Group continued to invest 
in the modernisation and to develop in 
joskin

slurry tanker, new Silo-SPACE, new 

of 2013, it added the Leboulch brand 
and factory to the joskin Group. And 
MATROT entered joskin DistriTECH 
in 2017.
 Victor Joskin

joskin

joskin 

joskin

 

Export countries in 2017

Turnover in 2017 

Staff members in 2017 

Imported brands in 2017 

Buildings m² in 2017 

Distribution in the world in 2017
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Marie-José, Didier, Vinciane, Murielle & Victor Joskin

During my 50 years at the service of the agricultural world and joskin 
Group, I would never have been able to make such progress on my own. It 
is therefore quite normal to thank all those who made it with me.
First of all, it is important to me to put all the staff from the very beginning 
in the spotlight. They are the ones who have built the farming business 

of their work, their hard work, respect and dynamism. Without all these 
persons, in whom I could put my trust at our beginnings, I wouldn’t have 
found the courage and dynamism to invest and get involved with my wife 
in the evolution that led us where we are now with the joskin Group.
I also thank all joskin staff members in Poland, France and Belgium, 
whether they are still present or not, for having actively participated in 
the development and for having put their know-how at the service of the 
joskin Group. Since what can we do if we cannot rely on good staff 
to keep the courage and willingness to move forward as regards work, 
decisions and investments?
In this respect, I sincerely would like to thank my family, all members of 
whom put their skills at the service of the joskin
thank my wife, Marie-José, without whom it would have been very hard or 
even impossible to manage the accountancy and whose help and under-
standing were really precious in the hardest and busiest moments. I wish 
to thank our oldest daughter, Vinciane, who could, thanks to her degree 

ments to the advanced methods and is managing all delicate problems, 
both in Belgium and abroad. I thank our son Didier, IT expert by training, 
for having transformed the production follow-up into a real professional 
Group management with integration 
of the SAP software. Finally, I thank 
our youngest daughter, Murielle, with 
her human sense inherited from her 
paramedic degree, for managing the 
human resources as well as all organi-
zations, exhibitions and travels.
I also wish to thank the customers. 
Because what could we have possibly 
done without the farmers, contractors, 
dealers, sales representatives and 
technicians who put their trust into our 
hands with their purchases, choice to 
represent joskin and DistriTECH 
and/or to ensure the after-sales ser-
vice of the joskin and DistriTECH 
products?
Finally, thank you to all suppliers, manufacturers and bankers who accom-
panied us. They were also very essential for the evolution of the joskin 
Group. I hope they will remain at our sides to pursue our development.
And to conclude, I just want to make a quick reference to the many autho-
rities who crossed the road of the joskin Group. It is true my patience 
was not always compatible with the rhythm of the administration duties 

meeting everyone’s interests. Thank you for this positive spirit.
During these 50 years, many people have contributed to make the 
joskin Group to what it has now become! I will never be able – and 
I regret it – to thank enough all people who took part in this evolution by 
sincerely and gratefully doing their best for me, the colleagues and the 
joskin Group.

I will keep putting, as long as possible, my abilities and experience at the 
service of the joskin Group to help it and make it move forward. With 
what is already in place, I am convinced that joskin and DistriTECH 
can keep progressing a lot and at the same time improve today’s and 
tommorow’s agriculture.

Thank you for your trust.
Victor JOSKIN

joskin

joskin.

joskin.

joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin.

joskin

joskin DistriTECH
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1973 - 1977

1978 - 1992

1993 - 1999

2000 - 2012

2013 - 2014

2015 - 2016

2016 - ...

2018 - ...

2018 2019 - ...

V.JOSKIN

JOSKIN
20232018201220072002199719921987198219721968 20232018201220072002199719921987198219721968

Evolution of the logo

“Golden Inel” for the 

150 M€ 950

120 M€ 800

90 M€ 600

60 M€ 400

30 M€ 200

With more than 50,000 visits a month on its website 
and more than 100,000 fans following the news of the 
brand on the social networks, joskin has been able 
to develop a worldwide community around its products 
and to establish a close relationship with its users.

The interest of the scale model manufacturers for the 
joskin brand and the general public’s enthusiasm 
since 2002 for the articles from our shop are to us a 
recognition of choice regarding the quality image of the 
joskin products.

and brought to motion by 12 combinations of tractors 
and tipping trailers. Watched more than 700,000 times 
on social networks.

joskin

joskin

joskin.

Evolution of the turnover Staff members
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20182018 20222022

72.943 m2 26 ha

18.170 m2 6 ha

6.462 m2 1,36 ha

21.000 m2 7 ha

PL

9
9

6

6

6 7

7

1968 - 1972
1973 - 1977
1978 - 1982
1983 - 1987
1988 - 1992
1998 - 2002
2003 - 2007
2008 - 2012
2013 - 2018
2019 - 2022

+ 414 m²
787 m²

+ 7.962 m²

+ 839 m²

+ 13.339 m²

+ 36.858 m²
+ 32.823 m²
+ 8.462 m²

+ 62.569 m²
+ 20.199 m²

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

5

7

6

9

9

99

9

8

8

8

1
2

3
4

4

8

9

10

10

7 8
B

66.089 m2 15,8 haB

1

500 m2

Soumagne

FR

Production

2022
184.664 m²

2018 
164.465 m²

Service

Production

Service

Production

Galva

Service

Production
Production

50 years have passed: up to 2068! We can 
serenely look forward to the future thanks to 
the past heritage: 56 hectares of perfectly 
good land spread over 5 production sites, in 
2022 184,664 m² of buildings meeting the 
current norms of competitiveness and safety, 
a very modern manufacturing equipment 
meeting the highest productivity norms, a 
range of products appreciated in 60 countries 
and a world renowned brand. All this forms an 
excellent basis to build a successful future for 
the joskin brand...
 Didier Joskin

joskin...
 

Total surface area 
(buildings) of the 

5 sites
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20182018 20222022

The aim for the 5 upcoming years is 
simple: we have to exploit in the best 
possible way the tool we have at our 
disposal in the Group and in this way 
increase our turnover to secure the 
position of us all: from farmer, owner of a 
machine to the joskin Group and the 
dealers, partners, staff and their family. 
But we also have to keep simplifying the 
machines, making their look attractive, 
reducing their cost price by increasing 
the production series, and investing in 
the production automation to maximize 
the homogeneity and quality. As regards 
joskin

KRONE’s withdrawal mid-2018, it still has 
9 strong brands and will have to reinvest 
itself into a multi-specialist able to offer 
a more advanced product/service couple 
than the standard programme of other 
large groups, which is not always suited 
to Belgian farmers and contractors’ local 
conditions.
 Didier Joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin
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Material 
resistance 

Prototype of new cover of 
pasture topper

Prototype of bolt 
indicator

Prototype of mudguards 
for livestock trailer

After 2 years of decline, 2018 has put us back on the tracks. At 
joskin

are therefore doing our best from now on in order to achieve a 
strong evolution regarding quality, service and competitiveness 
during the 5 upcoming years.
joskin’s R&D teams are focusing among other things 
on improving the design as regards aestheticism, ease of 
manufacture, maximization of the payload while meeting the 
new road legislation, and an improved internal and external 
logistics. The attention is in particular laid on the resistance of 
the material and lighter materials than steel.
IT is not left behind with the availability of new tools for sales 
representatives, but also for customers, which will be able to 
face the challenges of the digital era.
The industrial development will continue to tend towards the 
concepts of the Industry 4.0.
We are ready to serenely face the future in order to ensure the 
joskin Group’s evolution for many more years.
 

Didier Joskin

joskin

joskin

joskin

 



The future... Let's build it together!

Мы строим будущее вместе с вами!





rue de Wergifosse, 39 - B-4630 Soumagne - BELGIUM - joskin.com

50 years at the farmer’s service
50 years at the service of the agricultural machine




